to challenge this received version in the '60s, but only recently has the culture at large proved open to alternative modes of understanding Huckleberry Finn, and these modes come from scholars of a third generation, whose whole maturity postdates the civil rights movement. Not only Time and Newsweek but even People published articles, months before it appeared, heralding Shelley Fisher Fishkin's vivid reconsideration of Mark Twain's creative relationship to African-American culture.
The long process that motivated this change, that has made it seem more and more both possible and necessary, is nicely focused by Peaches Henry in Satire or Evasion? The postwar, nationalist canonization that brought Huckleberry Finn into so many classrooms from junior high through college coincided with the African-American self-assertion of the civil rights move- In 1984, to honor the centennial of Huckleberry Finn while also honoring the complex responses to the work among African-Americans, Thadious Davis guest edited a special issue of Mark Twain Journal that commissioned original essays by eight African-American scholars. Satire or Evasion? reprints these along with further essays, also by African-Americans, commissioned by Thomas Tenney, editor of the Mark Twain Journal, and James Leonard, editor of the Mark Twain Circular, which bring the total to 15; in addition, Leonard and Tenney have contributed valuable introductions to the volume as a whole and to each of the volume's four sections ("Huck Finn and the Authorities," "Jim and Huck in the Nineteenth Century," "Blackface and White Inside," and "Huck Finn in the Twentieth Century"). Anyone concerned as a teacher, scholar, or citizen with the relations between Huckleberry Finn and its cultures-the circumstances from which it emerged, its reception at different times and by different individuals and groups, the uses to which it may be put-will find much value and much provocation in these essays. This context of multiplicity suggests important ways in which Victor Doyno's learned and long considered Writing Huck Finn-based on work carried through from 1966 until 1991-may seem old-fashioned, not so much for its principled commitment to "facts" (xiv) as for its reverential concern to show a great author's "creative process" as involving choices that unerringly led to "unified," "artistic," and "appropriate" results (xv). His special contribution, which may benefit any teacher of the novel, arises from Doyno's detailed discussions of Twain's changes in the manuscript of Huckleberry Finn. Yet if his book is belated, it is also premature, for while it was in production, the long missing first half of Twain's manuscript came to light, setting Doyno to work on a sequel (xvi). Doyno's perspective is not at all narrowly textual. He discusses the relations that may be established between Huckleberry Finn and the racial politics of the South in the years after the Civil War and the failure of Reconstruction (228-39). His may be the most concise starting place for exploring this currently engaging topic (see, for example, Fishkin's use of it [73]). Doyno also gives extended attention to Twain's active involvement, around the time of completing Huckleberry Finn, with the widely shared struggle by American authors to establish international copyright agreements that would require American publishers to pay fees to foreign authors, thus ending the practice of "pirating," which made foreign literature available in the US for much lower prices than American works, for which authors had to be paid (184-98).
These two historical concerns come together for Doyno. He argues that in Huckleberry Finn the "liberation" of American culture from "European stratification, pretensions, and literature" (29) is structurally and morally parallel with "Jim's liberation from the bonds of slavery" (198). The conjunction of these two elements of "relevant historical background" should allow "the reader" to find in the Phelps farm sequence no longer any problems, but instead "an enjoyable, . . . comedic, artful conclu- Huckleberry Finn thus for Ellison represented national value, and it also took on specific personal value. He wrote elsewhere that as a youth he could imagine himself as Huck Finn "(I so nicknamed my brother)" (Shadow 58) but not "as Nigger Jim," and he further identified his youthful African-American milieu as one in which he and his friends were, like Huck Finn, "'boys,"' a "wild, free, outlaw tribe which transcended the category of race" (Shadow xv). In defining the boys he grew up with in Oklahoma as "Americans" who, because they were also "frontiersmen," were given equally to "voracious reading" and "quixotic gestures," he may blend Huck with Tom Sawyer. Compared to Doyno, Ellison is soft on Tom. Indeed, Ellison's understanding of the particular character of American nationality appears to me highly quixotic, or Tom Sawyerish, insofar as it emphasizes the foundation of the US and of its American identity, along with the personal identity of its citizens, on a body of resonant texts.
In an important position-taking essay of 1957, "Society, Morality, and the Novel," a title that consciously played against Trilling's "Manners, Morals, and the Novel," Ellison defined the crucial feature of American culture: "The moral imperatives of American life that are implicit in the Declaration of Independence, the Constitution, and the Bill of Rights were a part of both the individual consciousness and the conscience of those writers who created what we consider our classic novels." Ellison asserted that "[t]hese documents ... inform our language and our conduct with public meaning, and they provide the broadest frame of reference for our most private dramas" (Going 248).
This claim provokes a question that Ellison did not address: is a critic always right to invoke these national-foundational doc-uments even when the work in question either fails to refer to them or seems to do so only to diminish them? My own recent work on historical distinctions between "national" and "literary" narratives grows in part from this question (see "Nationalism" 15-18; "Narrative"). If this national-textual "frame of reference" is simply always there, it would seem hard for Ellison to maintain his distinction between Twain and Hemingway. After all, no more than do Hemingway's narrators does Huck explicitly invoke the founding national documents; their relevance depends on a reader's choosing to place the book in their "frame. is what Said calls "contrapuntal criticism." (I would emphasize that this is a matter of procedure, not of theory.) Taken from musical discourse, the adjectival form of counterpoint has several important resonances. It does not emphasize resolution but rather the interplay of parts that would be independent were they not brought together into a larger composition. In this respect, the notion of the contrapuntal is quite distinct, I think, from the assimilative, unifying rhetorics and models of mimesis, metaphor, and allegory that dominate Americanist discussions of the relations between the story elements of Huckleberry Finn and its historical or political meanings.5 This emphasis on the contrapuntal as bringing together through an act of will two distinct elements is closely allied with the notion of the hybrid that I touched on earlier and that Said himself makes some use of. (This is not the occasion to consider the problems in the biological valences of hybrid.) He distinguishes essentialized "cultural identities" from cultures considered as "contrapuntal ensembles" (52). "Contrapuntal" suggests that the interrelated parts have active and intricate relations to each other and to the whole of which they together are parts. The term thus allows a large scale of thinking that still does not claim to be all-embracing. In a crucial formulation Said proposes that "the whole of a culture is . . . disjunct," but that "many important sectors of it can be apprehended as working contrapuntally together" (194). subordinate" (52). Or, as another example, he cites the sentiment that "subject races should be ruled, that they are subject races, that one race deserves and has consistently earned the right to be considered the race whose main mission is to expand beyond its own domain" (53). This language of space and expansion registers a fundamental concern in Said's book that brings him closer to some themes of American literary and cultural study than to the traditions of synoptic comparative literature that provide most of his own methodological models, even as he deviates from them.
In contrapuntally joining imperialism with the institution of the novel in Britain and
As that Jefferson's purchase had hoped to end.8 By historiographic counterpoint, the element of Huckleberry Finn most frequently considered antipolitical, antisocial, oppositional, or simply natural,9 Huck's rafting, comes athwart the national-imperial possession of "our" continent.
